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“I used to think that although you Mark is a worthless countryman, you
have no money and no rights, but at least you are honest. You are loyal
to Helen.”

“You won’t mess around with flowers outside, let alone miss other
women outside. “Unexpectedly, you are now carrying Helen to seduce
her best friend.”

“Helen makes money to support her family every day, because you have
suffered so many wrongs, and even turned against her grandfather,
because she wanted to divorce you at the beginning. Cried all night with
me.”

“But now you do such a thing to be sorry for her.”

“You bastard, do you have a conscience?” After seeing Mark, Su Qian
was instantly angry and smashed her face at Mark. It was a scolding.



“Have you finished?” “Listen to me when you’re finished.”

Mark was expressionless, his whole person was still plain, without any
guilt, he looked at Su Qian calmly.

“Do you still have the face to do such a shameless thing?” “Okay, if you
want to say it, just say it!” “I think what you can say?” Susie was
obviously convinced that Mark was unscrupulous and wanted to seduce.
She’s, after all, how could there be such a coincidence in the world, just
participate in a painting exhibition, and you can run into Mark.

Isn’t he stalking himself to blame?

“Miss Susie, what I want to say is that you are purely affectionate.”

“I’m here because your father invited me.”

“You nonsense! You are a poor boy in the country, how could my father
invite you? Don’t think that you can use my dad as a shield after having
a meal with my dad. I warn you, I want to lie to this lady, but there is no
door~” Susie was still yelling there, Mark didn’t bother to say anything to
her. He picked up the phone and directly broadcasted it to Su
Dollarshan, and turned on the hands-free.

“Suzy, you girl, what are you screaming and screaming?” “Do you look
like a girl at work?” “Also warn you? Who do you want to warn?” “Mark is
the distinguished guest I invited, dare you? Be disrespectful to him, and
see how I come back to clean up you!” Su Dollarshan’s angry voice
came from the phone.



Su Dollarshan originally planned to take this opportunity to bring together
Mark and Su Qian, so that they could communicate more and get
familiar with each other.

But after all, he underestimated his daughter’s violent temper.

“Dad, why did you invite him?” “I should have known it was him, I
wouldn’t be here today.”

Su Dollarshan’s words were like a slap on Susie’s face, her original
arrogance disappeared in an instant, and she complained to her father
with a weeping face.

She did not expect that Mark was really invited by her father.

“What happened to me inviting him?” “Do you still look down on others?”
“Why do you have the right to look down on Mark?” “I warn you, don’t
play tricks on me. If you want me to pay you back this month’s credit
card , Today, please accompany Mark to the art exhibition. Otherwise,
wait for your credit to go bankrupt!” Su Dollarshan snapped.

“Dad~” Susie was wronged and wanted to say something, but Su
Dollarshan had already hung up the phone.

In the end, Susie had no choice but to obey the words of her father
7594acf4.



After all, Susie has not yet achieved financial independence, and she
has to rely on her family for food, drink and play. She has to listen to Su
Dollarshan’s words.

Otherwise, she is afraid that she will really have to sleep in the street
tomorrow.

“Hmph, I really don’t know what ecstasy you gave my dad?” “What are
you doing in a daze? Let’s go, go in, you don’t want this lady to
accompany you to the art exhibition, now you have it!”
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Even though Susie was reluctant, she couldn’t help but said something
to Mark irritably and had to accompany him to the exhibition.

“No need.”

“I have something to do, I don’t want to go shopping with you.”

However, Mark replied coldly, turned and left, almost not maddening
Susie.

She didn’t expect that her grand daughter from the Su family would be
rejected by a hillbilly?



“a*shole, stop!” “What do you mean? You tell me clearly?” Susie was so
angry that she chased up, holding Mark and not letting him go.

And this pulling and pulling scene was just seen by Lu Wenjing who
came over.

“Mark, it turns out that you didn’t go to work because you were with other
women?” “You are really a bastard, you are a complete bastard!” “My
sister Qiu worked so hard for this family, you are worthy of my sister Qiu
Are you?” “You are not good enough for my sister Qiu~” Almost instantly,
Lu Wenjing’s beautiful eyes turned red, and tears flowed down
immediately.

She only feels wronged for her sister Qiu and feels worthless.

“Jingjing, listen to me~” “I don’t listen, I don’t listen! You are a badass
with no conscience, you are sorry my sister Qiu~” Not listening to Mark’s
explanation at all, Lu Wenjing turned around in tears To run back.

Seeing this, Mark felt helpless.

What’s all this?



“Now it’s misunderstanding, are you satisfied? Don’t let me go!” Mark
glared at Su Qian, gave a cold drink, and then hurried to chase Lu
Wenjing.

“ashole, he’s a big ashole, he’s sorry for my sister Qiu~” Lu Wenjing was
crying as she ran, and she was going back and telling sister Qiu that
sister Qiu would divorce this big pig hoof.

However, Lu Wenjing didn’t run a few steps, but he didn’t pay attention
and hit a person directly.

“Ouch~” Hearing a scream, the man and woman fell to the ground.

Upon seeing this, Terrisa Qiu and his wife hurriedly went to help.

At the same time, he yelled at Lu Wenjing: “Where is the idiot? You don’t
have long eyes to walk? I can’t afford to sell you if I hurt Director Wang!”
“Director Wang, are you okay?” Qiu Mu helped him. Ying and his wife
greeted them quickly.

“Paint, see if there is anything wrong with the painting?” Wang Xingduo
hasn’t forgotten the painting in his hand. He was hit by the little girl just
now, and it was undoubtedly dropped to the ground. Terrisa Qiu quickly
asked Terrisa Qiu to pick it up.

At the same time, Wang Xingduo looked at the little girl who fell on the
ground in front of him and cried, and yelled angrily: “Cry, why don’t you
walk with eyes and cry?” “Do you know how much the painting cost and
what damage you took? Compensation?” Wang Xingduo became more
and more angry, and finally walked over to kick the little girl with no eyes.



Boom~ Only after hearing a low and dull sound, Wang Xingduo flew out
like a dog, rolling on the ground several times before stopping.

Lu Wenjing was sitting on the ground at this time, her pale pretty face
was panicked, but her tearful eyes were as wide as that, staring blankly
at the man standing in front of her.

The majestic and sullen voice echoed the whole world in an instant.

“To a child, are you scared?” The words were harsh, with a chilling
coldness.

At that time, Terrisa Qiu and Leonard Chu were frightened and stared at
the man in front of them.

“Ye… Mark?” Terrisa Qiu didn’t expect that he would still meet Mark
here.

“Oh~” “It hurts me so much!” “Buckles, dare to beat the director?” “I
declare, you are dead!” “You are dead~” Not far away, Wang Xingduo’s
angry roar came. sound.

I saw the old man lying on the ground groaning and cursing.

At this time, Terrisa Qiu and his wife also couldn’t care about Mark, and
ran to help Wang Xingduo.

Mark?



“Terrisa Qiu didn’t expect that he would still meet Mark here. “Oh~” “It
hurts me to death!”

“a*shole, dare to hit the director?”

“I declare, you are done!”

“You are so dead~” Not far away, Wang Xingduo’s angry roar was heard.
I saw the old man lying on the ground while groaning and cursing. At this
time, Terrisa Qiu and his wife were also unable to look at Ye. When it’s
over, rush to help Wang Xingduo.
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“What are you two doing in a daze?” “Do you still want to approve?”
“Hurry up and hit him!” Wang Xingduo still grinned in pain. After being
supported by Terrisa Qiu and his wife, he shouted angrily. With.



Since the incident happened yesterday, Wang Xingduo has been very
disagreeable with Terrisa Qiu and his wife.

After all, if it weren’t for idiots like Terrisa Qiu to send the hosta to his
wife, they wouldn’t be taken into the police station for hours.

In the end, I asked my grandpa to tell my grandma to use a lot of
relationships, and only then did I explain the misunderstanding clearly
and was released.

If it weren’t for today’s painting exhibition and Terrisa Qiu and his wife,
Wang Xingduo would definitely have to tear his face with them
yesterday.

But now, after all, Wang Xingduo still needs Terrisa Qiu’s painting, so he
can save a bit of face to each other.

Terrisa Qiu and the others also knew they were ashamed, so in order to
make up for their mistakes yesterday, Terrisa Qiu and his wife came here
personally.

However, they didn’t expect that they would encounter Mark here today.

Facing Wang Xingduo’s anger, how dare Terrisa Qiu and the others
really do something with Mark.

“Director, this guy is a hillbilly. He has been working on the ground since
he was a child, and he has great strength.”



“Our hero does not suffer from immediate losses. Today’s enmity, there
will be opportunities to retaliate in the future, and we are not in a hurry.”

Terrisa Qiu said in a low voice.

“Huh? Hillbilly? You know him?” Wang Xingduo frowned when he heard
this and looked at Terrisa Qiu.

Then Terrisa Qiu told Wang Xingduo the relationship between Mark and
Qiu Family and Helen Qiu.

“Director, there are no good people in this family. Maybe Mark hit you, it’s
Helen Qiu who has a grudge against you for breaking their company’s
approval, and instructed him to do it on you?” “It’s so vicious!” Qiu Terrisa
Leng said coldly.

Wang Xingduo also became more and more angry when he listened.
Finally, he looked at Mark and cursed fiercely: “A poor man in the
country, dare to beat me?” “You wait, you will look good in the future!”
Don’t dream about approval. Even next year, I won’t give you approval. I
just let a dog pass, and I won’t let you pass it~” Wang Xingduo said
coldly, with a wanton smile on his face.

Looks like you’re not pleasing to the eye, just trying to make you.

But Mark ignored it and barked as a dog.



He bent down and gently helped Lu Wenjing up: “Quiet, are you okay?”
Lu Wenjing’s beautiful eyes were filled with tears, but he shook his head
to signal that he was all right.

At this time, Wang Xingduo tidyed up his clothes, and took the painting
to the art gallery.

But when he passed by Mark, he still cursed angrily: “Don’t get away?
It’s in my way!” “Are you looking for death?” Mark’s face immediately
became cold. No matter how good his temper is, it’s not that he can kick
his nose. The reason for the face!

However, just when Mark was about to teach him another lesson, a
small hand grabbed him: “Brother Mark, don’t~” Although Lu Wenjing is
young, she also knows that some people can’t afford it. .

The person in front of him, at first glance, was a person of high status. Of
course, Lu Wenjing didn’t want Mark to cause misfortune because of her.

Finally, Wang Xingduo and the three of them went into the art gallery.

Before leaving, Terrisa Qiu gave Mark a gloating look.

“Trash is trash, you dare to offend anyone?” db11e45c “Director Wang is
the leader of the Industrial and Commercial Bureau. You offended him?
You just wait to see your wife’s company fail, right?” Terrisa Qiu sneered,
very He quickly disappeared from sight.



Mark’s face was condensed, and among his gloomy eyebrows, no one
knew what he was thinking.

db11e45c “Director Wang is the leader of the Bureau of Industry and
Commerce. You offended him? Are you waiting to see your wife’s
company fail?” Terrisa Qiu smiled coldly and quickly disappeared from
sight.

Mark’s face was condensed, and among his gloomy eyebrows, no one
knew what he was thinking.

db11e45c “Director Wang is the leader of the Bureau of Industry and
Commerce. You offended him? Are you waiting to see your wife’s
company fail?” Terrisa Qiu smiled coldly and quickly disappeared from
sight.

Mark’s face was condensed, and among his gloomy eyebrows, no one
knew what he was thinking.
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Art gallery.

The entire venue occupies a large area, and the surrounding art lovers
are all art lovers who come and see the exhibition. The exhibition stands
also have exquisite paintings that are rarely seen on weekdays.

Mark, Lu Wenjing, and Su Qian were strolling inside.

“Brother Mark, I’m sorry, I misunderstood you just now.”

“I thought…

At this time, Lu Wenjing’s face was drooping f73e4d53, and she
apologized to Mark in a low voice. Her delicate and lovely face was full
of apologize. Obviously, Mark and Susie both explained the
misunderstanding to her. It’s clear. And Lu Wenjing, after the storm just
now, undoubtedly changed a lot about Mark. At least, Lu Wenjing feels
that Mark in front of him is not as wretched as his mother’s eyes.
Especially Ye just now. The kick of Wang Xingduo’s foot made Lu
Wenjing extremely impressed, she was so handsome. “Brother Mark,
you were really awe-inspiring just now~” Lu Wenjing said excitedly about
the previous scene. But Susie on the side was He snorted: “The prestige
is also the prestige.

“That’s a person from the Bureau of Industry and Commerce, Mark, you
are afraid that you will have to cause much trouble for Helen, do you
know you?”

“I see how Helen will explain to you when you go back!”



Susie still has an indifferent and disgusting attitude towards Mark. If her
father had not lied to her today, she would never go to an art exhibition
with this kind of person. It would be embarrassing to walk together. After
Susie finished speaking , He ignored Mark and planned to find a place to
sit for a while.

“Yang Qian, why are you here?”

“However, just as Susie looked around, she saw an acquaintance in the
rest area in front of her. “Cici, it’s such a coincidence~” As if to hear the
call, a woman in front also saw Susie and got up quickly. Coming over.
The exquisite high heels hit the ground, the chiffon dress swayed in the
wind, and the air immediately filled with the smell of high-end perfume. It
is obvious that Yang Qian deliberately dressed up for today’s exhibition.
What is it?

Susie noticed at this time that there was a handsome man next to Yang
Qian, in a white suit and elegant temperament. At a glance, she knew
that he was not an ordinary person. “Oh, I forgot to introduce him. This is
my friend. It’s called Luo Feng.

Today’s painting exhibition was held by Luo Feng’s father, Luo Dahai.

” “what?

Teacher Dahai?

Is that the most famous calligraphy and painting master in Wrilfill?



Can a calligraphy and painting sell millions of Luo Dahai?

“Listening to Yang Qian’s introduction, Susie was shocked. She didn’t
expect that she would meet Master Dahai’s son here. You know, the
person Susie’s father Su Dollarshan admires most in Wrilfill is Na Luo
Dahai. Contemporary calligraphy painter, what about a thousand words?

However, surprised, Su Qian looked at the appearance of Yang Qian and
Luo Feng, and immediately smiled: “Qianqian, should you not fall in love
with Master Luo again?” Yang Qian’s face flushed immediately: “Qian
Qian, don’t talk nonsense, I just met Afeng for a few days.”

“Tsk-tsk-Afeng has yelled, don’t you admit it?” Susie continued to tease
her good friend.

On the side, Luo Feng said chicly, “Qianqian hasn’t promised me yet. I’m
currently in the pursuit stage, so it can’t be regarded as falling in love. It
can only be regarded as unrequited love.”

“Haha, Master Luo, don’t worry. My girlfriend, it’s just shy. I can see that
she already likes you, but she didn’t cherish her because she was too
easy to get it, so she didn’t agree. This chasing a girl requires patience.”

Susie matched With these two people, Yang Qian’s pretty face flushed.

“Huh? Does Miss Su also have friends? Or is she going out to play with
her boyfriend?” Luo Feng noticed Mark behind Su Qian at this time, and
asked with a smile.



While Luo Feng spoke, Yang Qian followed her gaze, but the next
moment, Yang Qian felt confused and her pupils shrank.

“Chu…Mr. Chu?”
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When she saw Mark, Yang Qian was shocked.

The whole person almost yelled out without a word.

She certainly will not forget that in the restaurant on the eastern outskirts
of Wrilfill City, Mark was so angry that he not only kicked the manager of
the restaurant, even the owner of the restaurant, Xu Bao, who
dominated the Dongcheng district. , And finally let the second master of
Wrilfill send someone to invite him.



Yang Qian still remembers that more than a dozen big men in suits and
shoes bent over, bowed to Mark, and called Mark as Mr. Chu.

At that time, Ya Que was silent in the restaurant, and the vast scene
quaked countless people.

A few days ago, Yang Qian passed by that restaurant and found that it
had changed its name.

The previous Shengtian restaurant went bankrupt, and even Xu Bao,
who had been dominating the party for a long time, was gone.

It is said that he was kicked down from a high position by Ericson Li.
Now it is not clear whether he is alive or dead.

Because he offended Mark, one of Ericson Li’s highly regarded generals
fell directly, and this also shows the monstrous energy of Mark in front of
him.

Even Ericson Li was so flattering, Yang Qian at the time had determined
that the hillbilly whom Susie said was definitely a hidden expert!

Now, seeing Mark and Su Qian walking through the exhibition together,
Yang Qian felt a little stunned.

Could it be that Susie had also learned about Mark’s identity, so she
wanted to hug this thigh, so she secretly dug Helen Qiu’s corner, and
now she has been with Mark?



Thinking of this, Yang Qian felt regretful.

I regret how I didn’t expect it.

She only thought that Mark was already married, and even if she wanted
to surrender and become Mark’s woman, she would have no chance.

But thinking about it now, I was really stupid at the time!

After getting married, can’t we still divorce?

Mark and Helen Qiu have no children.

If I had quickly launched a love offensive against Mark at that time, with
her charm and beauty, maybe she would be visiting Mark’s art exhibition
now, it was Yang Qian instead of Susie.

“This is really one step wrong. I lost all the games. It’s cheaper for
Susie.”

Yang Qian regretted for a while, feeling that 7bb77a2e had missed a
chance to reach the pinnacle of life.

“Mr. Chu? What Mr. Chu?” “Qianqian who are you calling?” Susie was
puzzled when she heard Yang Qian’s words.

Yang Qian was stunned at the time: “Isn’t he your boyfriend, Mr. Chu?”
“Don’t talk nonsense!” “What boyfriend?” “He’s not my boyfriend!” “It’s



just a poor boy in the country. Can you get me Susie?” “Furthermore,
Yang Qian, I was in the restaurant last time, didn’t I tell you? This guy is
Helen’s husband, just the son-in-law!” “After three years of soft food,
Helen suffered because he didn’t know how much.”

“This poor boy, he was born to be a poor life. Last time at the auction, it
was said that he spent thousands of dollars to buy a treasure of 200
million Dollar. He was robbed by someone before it was warm.”

“As a result, the baby was gone, and I got thousands of dollars in vain.”

“So, rich and poor, in addition to being related to one’s own ability, but
also to oneself. For example, we are born with riches and fate.”

“Unlike some people, who are born poor, but poor Helen, and also
dragged down.”

Susie’s words were full of sympathy and compassion for her girlfriends,
shaking her head and sighing.

When Yang Qian heard this, she was full of regret, but she was
completely wiped out, and she lost her joy at that time.
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“Cici, so you are not a boyfriend or girlfriend with Mr. Chu?” Yang Qian
asked excitedly again.

Susie was a little confused: “Qianqian, what’s the matter with you?
What’s so exciting about this? Besides, this door-to-door son-in-law is
called Mark, don’t yell.”

Yang Qian looked at Mark at this time. Seeing Mark smiling politely at
her, he introduced himself: “Are you Helen’s classmate? Hello, I am
Helen’s husband, Mark.”

“Hello, hello, Chu…

Mr. Ye, my name is Yang Qian.

“When Mark took the initiative to speak to her, Yang Qian was so
excited. She smiled in her heart. It seems that Susie still doesn’t know
Mark’s true identity. That’s fine. If that’s the case, there will be no one.
Robbed it with her. Yang Qian secretly decided that she must find a way
to chase the man in front of her! “Qianqian, what are you doing with him?

“A hillbilly, how can we be treated like this?”



“And the country folks don’t care about hygiene, and don’t know how to
wash their hands every few days and shake hands with him. Isn’t it dirty?

Susie suddenly dissatisfied when she saw Yang Qian shaking hands
with Mark. In addition to Helen Qiu, Yang Qian had the best relationship
with Susie. Helen Qiu had already acted like this bastard, of course she
No hope, my other best friend was defiled by Mark again. “Yes,
Qianqian.

Don’t you have a cleanliness addiction?

“You still listen to Miss Su, stay away from him.”

“After Luo Feng learned of Mark’s identity, his gaze at Mark suddenly
became a bit more disdainful. Naturally, he didn’t want the woman he
pursued to be too close to a countryman. What’s more, this hillbilly , Is
still a shameless door-to-door son-in-law! “Cici, you are wrong
35177487.

“All beings are equal. No matter the rich or the poor, we are all ordinary
people. We should treat each other as equals. Why should we use tinted
glasses to see people?”

“Besides, there is nothing wrong with the country folks.

“People from the countryside, they have been nurtured by nature since
they were young.”



The mountains are simple, the water is simple, and the flowers and trees
are simple.

People born and raised in such a simple environment must also be
simple.

“Mr. Ye looked like a simple and straightforward man.

I like to be friends with such people.

When I was a child, my biggest dream was to find a husband in the
countryside, and in the future, I would cultivate the fields together, travel
in the mountains and play, and live a life like a paradise.

“How great~” Yang Qian said slowly, her gentle eyes and affectionate
words, just like a girl who thinks about spring, telling her lover in her
dream. Susie was totally fascinated at the time. Staring wide-eyed,
staying in the same place, looking at his girlfriend in unbelievable way:
“Qian…

Qian, are you okay?

“Didn’t you say that you hate two kinds of people most, one is poor and
the other is country folk!”

“You also said that there are so many poor mountains and bad waters
that you can’t marry forever, and you won’t marry a rural turtle like
Helen?”



“How do you pay it back now…”

“You are talking nonsense!”

Before Susie finished speaking, Yang Qian was like a cat with blown up
fur, shouting directly at Susie. “When did I say this?”

“What happened to the poor, what happened to the country folk?”

“Like Mr. Ye, although he is materially poor, he is spiritually rich.”

Only a spiritually happy life is the happiest.

“Furthermore, how the revolution was successful and how the country
was established are not based on the vast rural population.

The countryside encircles the cities and the armed seizure of power.
What qualifications do we besieged city people have to look down on the
heroic countrymen?

“So Cici, it’s not that I said you, this woman, can’t be too realistic, nor too
snobbish, let alone see people with colored glasses.

Yang Qian talked eloquently, citing classics, and eloquently commenting
on the present. The words were all set, and Susie was confused, even
Luo Feng stayed there.


